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Discount Coupons from

Hotels and Restaurants in the South

-10%

Tyre
Salinas
Restaurant

-15%

-10%

Tyre
Seasons
Restaurant

-10%
Sarafand
Zahret Khaizaran
Restaurant

-10%

Tyre
Chawatina

-10%

-10%

Tyre
Murex Hotel

-10%
Sarafand
A’arouset Khaizaran
Restaurant

-10%

Tyre
Murex
Restaurant

South Region

Sarafand
Elissa
Restaurant

Sarafand
Al-Chahrour
Restaurant

Social and Cultural Development Association (Inma)

2003

Lebanon’s tourism sector once played a key role in the country’s
economy, contributing approximately 19.4% to the GDP prior to
the civil war. This sector has recently witnessed some progress and
now constitutes 9% of the GDP, with roughly 3.5% of the banking
sector’s loan portfolios allocated to tourism-related projects.
In order to further develop the sector, improvements must be
made at every level, including quality of services, prices, environmental protection and cultural preservation.
These aspirations prompted the introduction of the “Mishwar”
(Promenade) program.
The cited villages and their municipalities, which were chosen in
accordance with SRI International’s 2003 Program, have been of
great assistance in the preparation of this project. We look forward
to a “Mishwar” in Lebanon, to discover it once again through its
times past, including those of the Phoenician, Roman, Byzantine
and Islamic and Arabic eras. Much more than that, it is a walk
through an exquisite nature in a symphony of everlasting beauty.

-20%

Sarafand
Al-Mounes Hotel

-10%

Tyre
Al-Mina’a Restaurant

-10%

Sarafand
Al-Mounes
Restaurant

-5%
Tyre
Rest House Tyr
Restaurant

-10%

Sarafand
Al-Mounes
Beach

-10%
Tyre
Rest House Tyr
Hotel

-10%

Jawad Nadim Adra
INMA

We urge those interested in including their establishments in the
program, as well as any we have failed to mention, to contact us.

Telephone: 01-983008,03-262376 Fax: 01-980630

Land of glory and legend

Tyre
Tiros
Restaurant

From Beirut to the South
Beirut

N

khaldeh
Damour

Jiyeh

Sidon

Sarafand

From Beirut to Sarafand
From Beirut to Tyre
From Beirut to Qana
From Beirut to Qlaileh

Tyre

Qlaileh

Naqoura

Qana

58 km
85 km
95 km
95 km

Sarafand
Douhour Al-Sarafand
N

To Saida

To Tyre
Glass
Factory

Monuments
1. Al-Houmah
2. Al-Rouwais
3. Ras Al-Chaq: Salt Ponds
(salinas) and Remains of Ponds,
currently covered by sea water
4. The Old Village: Abazar AlGhofari Shrine Old Mosque
(900years) Old Heritage
Houses Old Phoenician Arch
5. Khodr Abu Abbas Shrine
6. Remains of Old Pottery Kilns
and Workshops
7. Boustan Al-Birak: Old Walls
and Ponds
8. Old Yarmoutah City found
under the sea
9. Byzantine Port: currently used
by fisherman
10. Mina Ras Al-Qantara: Old
Pottery Kilns and Workshops
11. Zarzourah Mountain:
Phoenician Caves, Wells, Stairs
and Cemeteries. The Old
Sarepta City extends from
Boustan Al-Birak to Khodr
Shrine (land and sea)

Natural Attractions
1. Fish Market
2. Camping Area

Restaurants
1. Elissa Restaurant
-15%
03-737592
-10%
2. Zahret Khaizaran
Restaurant
03-247531, 07-441052
3. Al-Chahrour
-10%
Restaurant 03-447416
4. A’arouset Al-Khaizaran -10%
Restaurant 03-961096
5. Al-Mounes Restaurant -10%
03-826691

-15%
-10%

-10%
-10%
-10%

Hotels & Beaches
1. Al-Mounes Hotel
03-826691
1. Al-Mounes Beach
03-826691

-20%
-10%

Handicrafts: Traditional Glass Factory (using the blowing technique),
Tel: 03-644746 & 03-906091. Porcelain Work, Sea Exposition.

-20%

-10%

Tyre
To Al-Qasmiye-Sarafand

To Al-A’abbassiyeh
To Tair Debba

To BazouriyehJouaiya
To Batouliyeh-Qana

To Deir Qanoun
To Ain Ba’al
To Naqoura

To Al-Qasmiye-Sarafand

N

Monuments

1. Al-Bass
(Mainland’s Archeological Sites)
Roman and Byzantine
Cemeteries Roman Sarcophagi
Archway Aqueduct Roman
Hippodrome
2. Al-Jazeerah
(Island’s Archeological Sites)
Roman Street Arena
Residential district Public
Baths Public Square
Byzantine Church
3. Old Churches
4. Old Market:
The Old Mosque The
Great Mosque
5. Old City
6. Tyre’s Main Archeological Sites
7. Tel Al-Ma’achouq (Phoenician
Archeological Ruins and an
Ottoman Mosque)
8. Birak Ras Al-Ain (Ponds) or
Ãbär Suleiman
9. Old Cemetery (dating back to
the Iron Age where cremation
used to take place)
10. Lebanese Museum for Marine
and Wildlife

Natural Attractions

1. Environmental Coastal Reserve
2. Public Garden
3. Stadium for Festivals

4. Touristic Port
5. Corniche
6. Public Beaches

Restaurants

1. Tiros Restaurant
-10%
07-741027
2. Salinas Restaurant -10%
03-265172
3. Seasons Restaurant -10%
07-740805
4. Chawatina Restaurant -10%
03-915981
-10%
5. Murex Restaurant
07-347111
6. Al-Mina’a Restaurant -10%
03-359687, 07-347190
7. Rest House Tyr
-5%
Restaurant
07-740677, 07-740678

Hotels

-10%
1. Murex Hotel
07-347111
2. Rest House Tyr Hotel -10%
07-740677, 07-740678

-10%
-10%
-10%
-10%
-10%
-10%
-5%

-10%
-10%

Qlaileh
N

Qana

To A’amran

To Hannaouiyeh

N
To Al-Hanneyeh

To Aitît
Highway to Qlaileh

To Deir A’amess

To Naqoura
To Siddiqine

Monuments
1. Old Caves
2. Al-Nabi Omran Shrine
3. Byzantine Church: Old Pillars
Mosaic Floors Large
Reservoir
4. Granite and Marble Pillars with
crowns and floors tiled with mosaic

Natural Attractions
1. Shore where the sea turtles lay
their eggs.

Monuments
1. Qana’s Cave
2. Qana’s Stone Basins
3. Qana’s Memorial Site

Qlaileh
Ten kilometers south of Tyre lies the village of “Qlaileh”. The historical
importance of the town of “Qlaileh” is evident from its scattered archeological remains. Some of these include granite and marble pillars, large
capitals and mosaics with beautiful geometrical motifs resembling the
Byzantine cross, surrounded by poppy twigs.
Recently (1996), a large water reservoir hewn in the rock was found, and
continues to serve as part of Tyre’s water works.
Another historical monument is the mausoleum where, according to popular tradition, the prophet Umran (the father of the Holy Virgin) was
buried in the town. It is a rectangular tomb topped with a dome and surrounded by iron bars.
Other discoveries include a vaulted tomb with central pillars preceded by
a stepped dromos, now inaccessible to the public.

Tyre (Sour)
The city of “Tyre” dates back to approximately 2750 B.C., according to
the Greek historian Herodotus. The name “Tyre” was first mentioned in
the text of some 12th century B.C. Egyptian letters from Tel Al-Amarinah,
which state that the kingdom of Tyre belonged to Egypt. “Tyre” was a
prosperous city, to the extent that the king’s castle could be considered
as grand as that of the King of Ugarit, a Caananite city state that was at
its political, religious and economic height at the time.
Tyre was at the height of its power and glory in the first millennium B.C.,
and became the most important city on the Phoenician coast.
Alexander the Great arrived in “Tyre” in the year 332 B.C., and after a
7-month blockade during which the Macedonian leader built a causeway
to cross from the mainland to the island settlement, he burned and
destroyed the city. The dam built by Alexander the Great was used to
transfer water from the Ras Al-Ain springs to the city during the Roman
period.
In 635 A.D., it fell under Islamic control (under the leadership of
Sharhabil bin Hasna) and became an Arab city. It was transformed into
a coastal naval base, which the first Arab fleet used to attack Cyprus and
neighboring islands.
In 1124, “Tyre” fell into the hands of the Crusaders after a blockade that
lasted 5 months. It was not until 1291 that the Muslims regained control
of the city from the Mamluks. In the beginning of the 16th century, Tyre,
like other surrounding cities, fell under Ottoman control. Despite the long
period of Islamic rule, Islamic architecture is very rare and limited to old
houses, market places and arched colonnades.
Presently,”Tyre” is the center of a caza that numbers includes villages and
towns. It is home to many archeological excavations, which may be one
of the most important in Lebanon. The city itself is distinguished by its
large number of old marketplaces, which are similar to those of Saida
(narrow ceiled roads supported by pillars, small shops selling various
commodities and a small port that is a gathering place for fisherman, but
has witnessed modest development).
Five kms south of “Tyre”, in the direction of Naqoura, is the town of Birak
Ras Al-Ain, or Solomon’s grave as local residents refer to it. The Birak
(ponds) date back to the Phoenician era, and according to the Assyrian
scripts, Shalmanaser V ordered his soldiers to protect them during the
blockade of “Tyre” in 725 B.C.
Throughout the centuries, the ponds were rebuilt and connected to other
channels, which start from the Birak Ras Al-Ain and progress to the north,
northeast and then west toward “Tyre”, supplying the city and neighbor-

ing towns with water.
There are 4 ponds, each differing in size and shape. Two of the smallest of the ponds, known as the “Safsaf Ponds” because of the willow
trees surrounding them, are located to the south. The “ Assrawia” pond,
which lies southwest of the town and forms an octagonal shape, is also
known as “Ishtar” pond. The fourth is isolated in a westerly direction,
near to the sea, and is called the “Saidi” pond.
On the way to Jouaiya-Tebnin and 1,500 meters east of Bus, Tal
Ma’achouk is a rocky hill that resembles a smaller version of the
Acropolis. The archeologist Renan studied the area and discovered burial caves engraved in the rock. The main attraction is a religious sanctuary consisting of a domed square room that dates back to the 18th
century, where the believer Sheikh Abbas Al Mohammad was buried.

Tyre’s contributions to the world
Purple Dye: “Tyre” and Saida were reputed to produce the finest

purple dyes for garments. The pigment was extracted from the murex, a
mollusk found on the Mediterranean shore. In the 4th century, ounces
of purple dye used to sell for the equivalent of thousands of dollars
today. This is why it became known as Royal Purple because it was only
accessible to royalty.

Paper money: Paper money originated from “Tyre”, in the form of
Carthaginian-inscribed triangular pieces of leather.
Elissar: Elissar, the Princess of “Tyre”, left the city after an inheritance

dispute with her brother Pygmalion. She went on to found the great
north African city of Carthage in the 9th century B.C., which eventually
became the greatest of the Phoenician colonies and rose to challenge
the might of Rome.

Europa and the Bull: A tale of love and lust

The Phoenician princess, Europa, was the daughter of Agenor, the King
of “Tyre” renowned as Phoenix (i.e., the Phoenician). Accompanied by
the daughters of noble families, she delighted in picking varied blossoms that flourished in meadows along the coast. Absorbed in girlish
merriment and gay laughter, Europa caught the roving eye of Zeus,
who observed her from Mount Olympus.
Zeus was stirred with passion for the beautiful maiden and sent Hermes
to drive the king's cattle from the mountain slopes to the meadow where
the young girls were at play. Zeus morphed himself into a majestic bull
in order to avoid the jealous and watchful gaze of his wife Hera, as well
as to avoid frightening the maids in his true form.
Mingling with the king's herd, he gradually approached Europa in a
mild and temperate manner so as not to startle her. Enticed by his grace
and beauty, as well as by his gentleness, Europa caressed the bull's
powerful neck and placed garlands about his horns. Crouched to lure
her closer, the bull exposed his broad back onto which Europa obligingly seated herself. Zeus then rose to his feet and trotted across the
meadow toward the shore, taking the princess from her Asian homeland. He swam the broad sea with the frightened Europa on his back.
Arriving on the island of Crete, Zeus ravished Europa, who ultimately
bore him Minos, Rhadamanthys, and Sarpedon. As compensation to her,
Europa's name was bestowed on the continent that had received her.
The importance of this historical city and monuments were highlighted
in 1984 when UNESCO declared Tyre a World Heritage Site.
Most of the historical events described above were taken from the South of
Lebanon book issued by the Ministry of Tourism in 1998.

Promenade in Tyre

Tour Operators
Enjoy all outdoor and
eco-tourism activities with the
collaboration of one of the
following eco-tour operators:

1. Club Thermique de Parapente
Activities: Paragliding, Archery,
Camping, Hot Air Balloon, Cultural
Tel: 09-952706, 03-288193 Email: thermic@cyberia.net.lb
2. Cyclamen Destination Nature
Activities: Hiking, Cross Country Skiing,
Cultural, Pilgrimage, Camping, Guest
House, Donkey back Riding, Bird
Watching, mentally disabled
Tel: 04-414697, 03-218048 Email: cyclamen@tlb.com.lb
3. Ibex Ecotourism
Activities: Hiking, Cross Country
Skiing, Cultural, Pilgrimage,
Camping, Guest House
01-216299, 03-731629 Email: ibex_sarl@hotmail.com
4. Lebanese Adventure
Activities: all outdoor activities,
Bird Watching
Tel: 01-398996, 03-360027 Email: infos@lebanese-adventure.com
5. Liban Trek
Activities: Hiking, Cultural, Cross
Country Skiing, Camping
Tel: 01-329975, 03-291616 Email: trek@dm.net.lb
6. Sport Evasion
Activities: all outdoor activities
Tel: 03-392912, 01-879224 Email: info@sport-evasion.com
7. TLB Destinations
Activities: Hiking, Cross Country Skiing,
Cultural, Camping, Paragliding,
Guest House, Diving, 4x4
Tel: 03-595283, 04-419848 Email: contact@tlb.com.lb
8. Wild Expeditions
Activities: Hiking, Outdoor Activities,
Cultural, Bird Watching, Wild Animal
Watching, Discovering Caves,
Descending Valleys
Tel: 03-293210 Email: wildex@cyberia.net.lb

Sarafand
Excavation works in the town of “Sarafand”, which is situated 15 km
south of Saida (Sidon), have revealed that it was first inhabited in the
mid-second millennium BC, and was relatively isolated until the
Byzantine period. In the 19th century, travelers in the area came
across old archeological remains such as columns, sarcophagi and
mosaic slabs in the hills around the town. A University of
Pennsylvania delegation that conducted excavations from 1969 to
1972 discovered the archeological remains of Sarepta (now
Sarafand), an old city mentioned in the Egyptian and Assyrian texts
and the Bible.
The remains of the old city are situated along the seashore, between
Ras Al-Qantara and the mausoleum of Khodr Abu Abbas, or 1.5 km
away from “Sarafand”, and can be reached by a narrow road that
leads to a small fisherman’s dock. However, due to 20 years of neglect, weeds have engulfed these remains. Together with construction
that has taken place around the area (contributing to the destruction
of the natural habitat), the site is now barely visible to visitors.
Based on the Assyrian scripts of King Sanherib, Sarepta belonged to
the Kingdom of Saida. This confirms that it was part of the
Phoenician civilization, as stated in the Old Testament, which refers
to a visit by the prophet Elijah to “Sarafand”. The term “Sarepta
Saida” was also mentioned in the Biblical Chapter of Luke (4/25-26).
The town of “Sarafand”, which stands at an altitude of 100 meters,
was established toward the end of the 16th century. It was an industrial center that produced glass and porcelain, and where many potters kilns and workshops were discovered. Numerous clay figurines,
models of Astarte (Ishtar) thrones, amulets and cultic vessels were
discovered in the shrine of Goddess Astarte.
These discoveries confirm that “Sarafand” conducted trade relations with
other Mediterranean countries, especially Egypt and the Aegean islands.
Phoenician and Greek texts were also discovered, proving that Sarepta
had relations with other coastal cities along the Syrian Palestinian coastline.
Across the hill and overlooking the town lies a first millennium
necropolis. Over the years, clandestine diggers have looted many
rock-cut tombs. One of the items is a beautiful stone door of a tomb
that is currently located in the garden of “Sarafand’s” Alaeddine
Hospital.

Qana
In “Qana El Jalil”, Christ is said to have performed his first miracle
of turning water into Holy Wine at a wedding he was attending with
his mother and the disciples. Eusebius, a third century authority on
the history of the church, and St. Jerome, a fourth century scholar,
chronicled “Qana” as the site of the miracle.
In addition, a number of basins were discovered in the area where
the miracle is said to have taken place, which some scholars say is
in line with the Bible of St. John, that states: “there were six stone
basins …”
To the north of the town is the cave of “Qana”, where early stone
sculptures thought to depict a group of 13 people (Christ and his disciples) were found.

